
Cyber Defence against Hybrid 
Threats in Maritime Domain



Global Risks for 
2019

Cyber attacks represent a 
prominent global risk

Given the USD 4 trillion shipping 
industry, disruption in shipping and 
maritime could have far-reaching 
consequences

Source: World Economic Forum 2019
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Internet of Things - Internet of Everything

Source: intel.com
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Notable 
incidents

Maritime, ICS

• Stuxnet Worm (2010)

• GPS Spoofing attack led to capture of Lockheed RQ-170 drone 
aircraft (2011)

• Antwerp port attacks (2011-2013)

• Attack against German steel plant (2014)

• Ukraine’s Electric Grid Blackout (2015)

• Water treatment plant hack, chemical mix changed (2016)

• Maersk attack (2017)

• GPS Spoofing, Novorossiysk (2017) 

• Cosco attack (2018)

• Ransomware attacks against Barcelona and San Diego ports 
(2018)

• GPS attack on NATO exercise (2018)

• Triton against ICS and OT (discovered in 2019 by Mandiant, 
operational since 2014)

• TajMahal APT Framework (discovered in 2019 by Kasperky Labs, 
operational since 2014)

• Norsk Hydro attack (2019)
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Hybrid Cyber Threats

• According to Futurenautics (2017), shipping 
companies are still unprepared for cyber attacks

• 39% of ship operators experienced cyber attack 
within the last 12 months

• 44% of ship operators believe their defences are not 
effective against cyber attacks

• According to NSSGlobal survey (2017), 84% of 
respondents lacked sufficient training in cyber 
security

• Need to consider the human element in strategy 
and security design

Are we 
prepared?
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• The cyber security domain is suffering a skills shortage:

 58% of organizations say that lack of skilled 
resources is one of the main obstacles to addressing 
cyber security (E&Y GISS 2017-18)

 UK’s National Audit Office (2013) suggested it could 
take up to 20 years to bridge the gap 

 (ISC)2 (2017) suggested the gap could reach 1.8m by 
2022 

 ENISA identifies the need for ‘skills building’ training with 
identifiable outcomes that will help employees cope with 
cybersecurity threats of various kinds. 

Cyber Skills Shortage 

Organisations claiming a “problematic 
shortage” of cybersecurity skills

Enterprise Security Group, 2018
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Cyber Gordian Knot 2019: 
Cyber Defense eXercises for 
Navy

• Incident detection and handling in live role 
playing involving Red – Blue Teams

• Organised by NMIOTC and University of 
Plymouth

• Aim to provide a new and unique training 
opportunity to Navy’s Cyber Security Teams, 
where they can get acquainted with the latest 
cyber attacks, advanced cyber defence tactics, 
techniques and with best cyber defence practices

• Training audience: national Navy HQ’s Cyber 
Security Teams

• All nations were invited, 6 responded, 4 were selected on 
first-come-first-serve basis  and availability
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Cyber Gordian Knot 2019: 
Objectives

• To exercise the cyber defence skills of 
participating teams through a highly 
interactive role-playing game

• To understand the collaboration and 
synergy among the members of the 
same team

• To train participating teams on detecting 
and handling cyber attacks and adopting 
effective cyber defence strategies
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Cyber Gordian Knot 2019: Teams

• Blue Team
• The trainee
• Defends a pre-built network consisting of virtual 

machines resembling a Navy HQ network
• Detects and responds to attacks, while 

maintaining important IT services running

• Red Team 
• Target and exploit systems and services 

protected by the Blue Team
• Follow the Targeted Attack Lifecycle

• Green Team 
• Prepares the exercise 
• Controls the training infrastructure during 

familiarization and execution
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Cyber Gordian Knot 2019: Format
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• Familiarization day for each participating team 
with the training platform

• One Blue Team for each exercise, with 
approximately 15-20 players

• The exercise itself consisted of five live attack 
phases

• Attacks launched alongside normal traffic

• Debrief after each attack phase
• Allows RT and GT to provide advice on recognizing 

attacks, developing situational awareness, and adopting 
effective defence strategies  

• Post exercise report for each participating team 
summarizing the main findings and 
recommendations



Attacks

• The RT launched the following 
attacks against the BT:

• Port-scanning
• Enumeration
• Website defacements
• Password brute-force
• Web Application Attacks 

(data exfiltration, malicious 
file uploads, content 
modification)

• Privilege escalation
• Lateral movement

• Some attacks were repeated at 
later stages to test remediation

Nmap
Nikto
Noise through 
bots

Wordpress
web/ftp 
exploitation on 
news server

Upload 
web shell
Steal 
credentials

Deface website
FTP exploitation
SSH Brute Force
Wordpress backdoor on News
Webacoo backdoor on Mail
Tomcat exploitation
Upload shell, malicious WAR file



Metrics

• Detection accuracy
• Correct vs false classifications

• Attack success outcome

• Initial response

• Remediation

• Availability of provided 
services

• SLA bonus if availability exceeds 
90%

• VM reverts, reboots

• Team organisation

•Attack success 
outcome

•Initial response
•Remediation

•+ SLA bonus
•- VM Reverts

•True attack 
classification

•False attack 
classification

•Missed attack 
classification

•Delegation of duties
•Communication

Team 
organisation Detection

ResponseAvailability



Outcomes
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• All missions were successful, but teams were able to detect and partly 
block attacks

• One team tried to block access through their firewall entirely, causing major 
outage. This costed them 2 reverts and availability points. 

• When BT filtered IP addresses, RT launched attack from different IP 
address

• All BTs identified attack 1, one team misclassified it as DoS. Several normal 
IPs were also flagged during attack 1 

• Only one BT stopped the Webacoo backdoor by proactively removing the 
vulnerability

• The same BT also blocked the most normal users

• With the exception of the backdoor, all teams improved on detection and 
defence during the exercise and were able to distinguish between attacking 
vs normal traffic 



Team strategies
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• Focus on Detection
• Dedicated resources on analyzing incidents and blocking offending 

IPs
• Worked well for initial attacks and allowed fast reaction times
• Accurate detection could help avoid blocking normal users and 

negatively affecting availability

• Focus on Remediation
• Dedicated resources on reducing threat space by identifying and 

removing vulnerabilities proactively 
• When patching and firewall configuration went wrong, there was 

serious outage affecting normal users
• It was more effective at stopping backdoors

• Focus on Availability
• Performed moderate incident detection and handling, by picking up 

unusual traffic and blocking offending IPs moderately
• Attack success outcome was very high

• During the exercise, all teams understood the need for 
balance in detection, remediation, and availability 



Preliminary 
Findings

• Variation in defence strategies across 
teams

• The most successful teams adopted a balanced 
approach that included situational awareness, and 
effective remediation strategies

• Notable Improvement in detection and 
defence as the exercise progressed

• Teams were generally able to detect 
reconnaissance attacks, but failed to spot 
backdoors and data exfiltration

• Teams with effective team organisation 
were able to implement more effective 
strategies 
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Common 
Recommendations

• Scanning and testing own networks 

• Patching
• Note that one of the winning team's strategies was 

‘Don’t patch unless you really need to’. Another team 
pushed out patches, which led to some parts of the 
application breaking, and resulting in the loss of 
points for availability

• Anti-Virus 

• Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention 
Systems (IDS/IPS)

• Host-based IDS

• Personal and perimeter firewalls

• System hardening

• Restricting the applications that could be run on 
the systems.   

• Web Application Firewalls  

• Central monitoring of file changes
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